
INSTANT CURB APPEAL STARTS HERE
Perfection Chain helps you make a great first impression
(Cullman, Alabama – July 10, 2017) Everyone appreciates the value of curb appeal, whether you’re a business trying to attract new 

customers, a homeowner prepping to sell your property, or maybe you just take a certain pride of ownership in making sure your place 

looks the very best it can. Whatever your need, Perfection Chain Products, Inc. can help you make a statement. 

They are your resource for sturdy yet beautiful chains that can add a simple architectural detail to enhance your 

facade. Let your creativity flow, the team at Perfection Chain puts customer service first and they are happy to 

work with you on providing chain for a wide variety of applications.

Perfection chain products are made from high-quality steel wire with the majority of their products made from 

a pre-galvanized finish, resulting in superior durability and rust resistance. Their chains can be used in endless 

applications, from practical retail and residential uses like hanging clothing or shelves to more decorative outlets 

such as creating an ornamental curtain or backdrop. Perfection Chain offers customers options for customizations 

such as chain loop dimensions and engineered assemblies. Some examples of their engineered assemblies include 

adding an S-hook at each end of the chain piece. The company can also work with customers to create custom 

wire forms designed for their specific needs. With their state-of-the-art CNC and four-slide stamping machinery, 

wire form capabilities are limitless. Whether it is a complex, unique or straightforward wire shape, their machinery 

can handle both low and high volume orders. Many of their chains are 

available in a variety of finishes to complement existing décor, including 

Solid Brass, Nickel Plate, Antique Copper, Pewter, Raw Steel, Brass Plate, 

Antique Brass, Black Powder Coat and White Powder Coat.

As the largest domestic weldless chain manufacturer, Perfection Chain 

offers an extensive product inventory including weldless chain, welded 

chain, decorative chain and chain accessories. They have been in the 

metal manufacturing industry for over 165 years and currently operate 

from their headquarters in Cullman, Alabama. A member of the National 

Association of Chain Manufacturers, Perfection Chain manufactures 

according to industry standards in compliance with applicable ASTM, 

UL, CSA and federal specifications. Perfection Chain provides prompt and personal service, and 

maintains large in-stock inventory to ensure fast-order processing. Whether it’s the double loop 

chain you’d see on a porch swing or a single jack chain that’s ideal for hanging signs and light 

fixtures - Perfection Chain manufactures all of its weldless chain right here in the USA.
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